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Making Inventory of Craftsmanship and Performing Arts of Kachin Traditional
Musical Instruments
Date
Place
No
Name of Instrument
Type

-

Background History

-

Size

-

11-8-2014
Myit Kyi Nar Township
MKN/ Jeinpaw/ 1 (M)
Jeinpaw Pyi Htaung ,Bamboo Flute
Bamboo ( pauk bamboo, Dansayar bamboo, Naw
bamboo)
It has been used for about 1000 years ago. Jade
flute is proof that is excavated in Kan Su State,at
china. This flute was Kachin traditional instrument.
Bamboo joint that grows from hill-side cultivation
is chopped and dried. It is perforated by using drill.
There are a total of 8 perforated holes including 6
finger holes, two vent holes for enunciation. The
flute with no reed is called flute and the flute with
reed is called whirling flute. It has to be blown from
air holes and the finger holes are made for opening
and closing to produce traditional melody. It has to
be played together with oboe, drum, gong and
cymbal. Pyi Htaung flute is played for all kinds of
Manao house-warming ceremony, grating party and
honorable ceremony.
1 feet 7 inches in length
Length tip bamboo joint from air hole 4 inches
Length air hole from finger hole 5.5 inches
Length of tip flute from vent hole 1 feet
2.5 feet in gridth
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Date
Location
No
Type of instrument
Raw Materials
Background History

Making process

-

-

Playing Style

Size

-

-

11.8.2014
Myit Kyi Nar Township
MKN/ Jeinpaw/ 2 (M)
Jeinpaw Dumba, Buffalo’s Horn
Bamboo, Buffalo’s horn and Dried straw
HkranghkuMajoiManau Festival was traced back to
about AD 300.Dumba was first played in this
festival. Manau festival is observed to propitiate
Madai Spirit. Madai Spirit ranks sixth among six
spiritual Deities. Dumba is played for Htaungkar
dance and also for such events as housewarming
ceremony, wedding ceremony, harvesting festival
and funeral rite.
Bamboo grows in the wild in hilly region is used to
make this oboe. The bamboo stick is needed to be
dried first. And then, holes are perforated on it with
the use of drill. It has to change the sizes of drills
depending on the sizes of oboes. The oboes are in
three different sizes_ big, medium and small. Each
of them has a total of four perforated holes. A
thumb hole is perforated on the lower side with the
distance of an inch from the first finger hole. The
four finger holes must be made with same distance.
Reed made of dried straw is inserted on one end of
oboe and young female buffalo's horn is put on
another end. Yellow, blue, red and white ribbons
are decorated in triangle and diamond patterns on
the horn and oboe.
The player must blow the reed made of straw to
play this oboe by opening and closing the finger
holes. Dumba is played in Manau festival,
housewarming ceremony, honoring ceremony,
Htaungkar Dance festival and funeral rite. There
are designated melodies for different occasions.
two feet and seven inches in length
four and a half inches in Length of dried straw reed
one feet and five inches Length of oboe
eleven inches in Length of horn
two and a half inches in Diameter of horn
seven inches in Circumference of horn
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Date
Place
No
Name of Instrument
Type
Background History

-

Playing Method

-

Size

-

11-8-2014
Myit Kyi Nar Township
MKN/ Jeinpaw/ 3 (M)
Jeinpaw Manau Si, Jeinpaw Manau Drum
Wood, Leather
Hkranghku Majoi Manau was started celebrating at
AD 300. In this ceremony, Manau drum was started
using to play. It is significantly held for Ma Dine.
It is held annually and it is most famous, holy and
well-known ceremony. Manau drum is played only
for Manau Festival. Manau drum is slung on the
Manau pillar in the middle ofManau ground and it
can be played hands.
It can be played with striker rhythmically. Both
playing surfaces can be played.
7 feet 4 inches in Length
2 feet 3 inches in Diameter of face (left)
2 feet 2 inches in Diameter of face (right)
7 feet 4 inches in Girth of face (left)
7 feet 3 inches in Girth of face (right)
8 feet 5 inches in Girth of body
7 feet 7 inches in Girth of long neck body
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Date
Place
No
Name of Instrument
Type
Background History

-

Playing Method

-

Size

-

11-8-2014
Myit Kyi Nar Township
MKN/ Jeinpaw/ 4 (M)
The frog shape Jeinpaw Manau Drum
Wood, Leather
HkranghkuMajoiManau was started celebrating at
AD 300. In this ceremony, Manau drum was started
using to play. It is significantly held for Ma Dine. It
is held annually and it is most famous, holy and
well-known ceremony. Manau drum is played only
for Manau Festival. Manau drum is slung on the
Manau pillar in the middle ofManau ground and it
can be played hands.
It can be played with striker rhythmically. Both
playing surfaces can be played.
6 feet 8.5 inches in Length
12.5 feet in Diameter of face (left)
12 feet in Diameter of face (right)
3 feet 6 inches in Girth of face (left)
3 feet 7 inches in Girth of face (right)
3 feet 10 inches in Girth of body
5 feet 5 inches in Length of the shape of frog body
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Date
Place
No
Name of Instrument
Type
Background History
Making

-

Playing Method

-

Size

-

11-8-2014
Myit Kyi Nar Township
MKN/ Jeinpaw/ 5 (M)
Jeinpaw Maung Ngal, Small Gong
Brass
It is created by the art of making items cast or
wrought from brass
The striker hits a protuberance on the surface of the
middle part of gong.
1 feet in Length
Width of protuberance on the surface of face 3 feet
Length of protuberance on the surface from the side
4.5 inches
2 inches in Thickness
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Date
Place
No
Name of Instrument
Type
Background History

-

Making

-

Playing Method
Size

-

11-8-2014
Myit Kyi Nar Township
MKN/ Jeinpaw/ 6 (M)
Jeinpaw Lin Gwin Ngal, Small Cymbals
Brass
Hkranghku MajoiManau Festival was traced back
to about AD 300.
It is created by the art of making items cast or
wrought from brass.
Two cymbals are hit to produce the song
Length 8 feet
Width of protuberance on the surface of face 4 feet
Length of the side 2 inches
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Date
Place
No
Name of Instrument
Type
Background History Making

-

11-8-2014
Myit Kyi Nar Township
MKN/ Jeinpaw/ 7 (M)
Jeinpaw Htaung Ozi, Jeinpaw Long Drum
Brass

-

Playing Methods

-

Size

-

Wood has to be made one side is big and the other
side is small. It is not same Myanmar rounded PotDrum, it is a slender shape. It’s body is applied
black oleo-resin from tree. It’s neck is applied red
line and black line.
The playing surface is played by hands to produce
song.
4 feet and 4 inches in Length
11inches in Diameter of playing surface
3 inches in Circumference of playing surface
1feet and 5 inches in Length of Kyat Yin
1 feet and 2 inches in Girth of Padine
3 feet and 2 inches in Length of neck of drum
1.5 feet in Hight of bottom
3 feet 2 inches in Girth of bottom
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Date
Place
No
Name of Instrument

-

Type
Background History

-

Making

-

Playing Method

-

Size

-

11-8-2014
Myit Kyi Nar Township
MKN/ Jeinpaw/ 8 (M)
Jeinpaw Mingalar Maung Gyi, Auspicious Big
Gong
Brass
HkranghkuMajoiManaw Festival was traced back
to about AD 300.Since it has to be played together
two Manau big drums.
It is created by the art of making items cast or
wrought from brass.
The striker hits a protuberance on the surface of the
middle part of gong. Jeinpaw auspicious big gong is
using to play for traditional ceremony of eating the
first crop, housewarming ceremony, wedding
ceremony, new year festival, fire balloon festival
and funeral ceremony.
1 feet 1 inches in Length
Width of protuberance on the surface of face
5.5inches
Length of protuberance on the surface from the side
8.5 inches
3 inches in Thickness
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Date
Place
No
Name of Instrument
Type
Background History

-

Making

-

Playing Method

-

Size

-

11-8-2014
Myit Kyi Nar Township
MKN/ Jeinpaw/ 9 (M)
Jeinpaw Maung Gyi, Big Gong
Brass
HkranghkuMajoiManau Festival was traced back to
about AD 300.Since it has to be played together
two Manau big drums.
It is created by the art of making items cast or
wrought from brass.
The striker hits a protuberance on the surface of the
middle part of gong. Jeinpaw auspicious big gong is
using to play for traditional ceremony of eating the
first crop, housewarming ceremony, wedding
ceremony, new year festival, fire balloon festival
and funeral ceremony.
1 feet 7 inches in length
Width of protuberance on the surface of face
4.5inches
Length of protuberance on the surface from the side
7.5 inches
3 inches in Thickness
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Date
Location
No
Name of instrument
Material
Background History

-

Making Process

-

Playing Style

-

Size

-

13.8.2014
Myit Kyi Nar Township
MKN/ Khatku/1(M)
Khatku Wunpawng Sumpyi, Khatku Flute
Bamboo
In 1950, a man, named Paw Shwun Hla Phu,from
Sa-non-bon Region, was the very first person who
played this flute to express his grief over the death
of his beloved wife. With the passage of time,
hewas able to seek solace and later he played flute
in his village. It was so pleasing that he was
requested by the reverend priest U Down Phaung
Non to give a performance in the church on
February 3, 1952, and in Galoun Tahtaung Church
for the second time on March 2. On April 6, 1954,
his performance was titled Wunpawng Sumpyis.
When the chieftain Duwar Zawsai heard his
playing, he was asked to entertain. They awarded
him for his great performance. Later, Wunpawng
Sumpyi flute was played together with gong and
two other traditional musical instruments and
Wunpawng Sumpyi orchestra was formed.
Bamboo grows in the wild in hilly region, which
must expose to the sunlight, is used to make this
flute. A total of six holes are perforated on this
bamboo stick. The second last finger hole is seal
up.
It is played by blowing into mouthpiece and by
opening and closing of the finger holes on the flute.
Western music also can be played with this flute.
The flute sounds Key C. It is played in some special
events such as new year festival, campfire festivity,
harvesting festival, housewarming ceremony and
wedding ceremony.
one foot and five inches in Length
one and a half inches in Circumference
Distance from mouthpiece to the top one and a half
inches .Distance from mouthpiece from the first
finger hole- six and a half inches
Length from the top to the last finger hole- two and
half inches.
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Date
Location
No
Name of instrument
Material
Back history
Making

-

Playing method

-

Size

-

13.8.2014
Myit Kyi Nar Township
MKN/ Khatku /2(M)
Khatku In Htone Yone ,Khatku Flute
Bamboo
Bamboo grows in the wild in hilly region, which
must expose to the sunlight, is used to make this
flute. A total of four holes are perforated on this
bamboo stick by heated nail. At the tip of flute is
made a pot hole to blow with mouth.
It has to be blown from air holes and the thumb
makes opening and closing tuning besides it.Young
boys play it by drinking intoxicating brew when
they want to say affectionate words to their lovers.
Old people play it when they are taking a rest at
night.
2 feet 4 inches in Length
1 feet 2 inches in Air hole to first fret
7 inches in Length of the tip to fret
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Date
Location
No
Name of instrument
Material
Background history

-

Making

-

Playing Method

-

Size

-

13.8.2014
Myit Kyi Nar Township
MKN / Khatku / 3(M)
Khatku Dtant ( one hole in middle of Flute)
Bamboo
It has been used for about 1000 years ago. Jade
flute is proof that is excavated in Kan Su State. This
flute was Kachin traditional instrument.
Bamboo grows in the wild in hilly region, which
must expose to the sunlight, is used to make this
flute. It is bored a hole in the middle of it.
It has to be blown from air holes and the thumb
makes opening and closing tuning besides it. It is
blown the traditional melody.
1 foot 11 inches in Length
1.5 inches in Girth
Distance between tip to the middle hole 11.5
inches
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Date
Location
No
Type of instrument
Raw Materials
Background History

-

Making process

-

Playing Style

-

Size

-

13.8.2014
Myit Kyi Nar Township
MKN / Khatku /4(M)
Khatku Dumba, Buffalo’s Horn
Bamboo, Buffalo’s horn and Dried straw
Hkranghku Majoi Manaw Festival was traced back
to about AD 300. Dumba was first played in this
festival. Manaw festival is observed to propitiate
Madai Spirit. Madai Spirit ranks sixth among six
spiritual Deities. Dumba is played for Htaungkar
dance and also for such events as housewarming
ceremony, wedding ceremony, harvesting festival
and funeral rite.
Bamboo grows in the wild in hilly region is used to
make this oboe. The bamboo stick is needed to be
dried first. And then, holes are perforated on it with
the use of drill. It has to change the sizes of drills
depending on the sizes of oboes. The oboes are in
three different sizes_ big, medium and small. Each
of them has a total of four perforated holes. A
thumb hole is perforated on the lower side with the
distance of an inch from the first finger hole. The
four finger holes must be made with same distance.
Reed made of dried straw is inserted on one end of
oboe and young female buffalo's horn is put on
another end. Yellow, blue, red and white ribbons
are decorated in triangle and diamond patterns on
the horn and oboe.
The player must blow the reed made of straw to
play this oboe by opening and closing the finger
holes. Dumba is played in Manaw festival,
housewarming ceremony, honoring ceremony,
Htaungkar Dance festival and funeral rite. There
are designated melodies for different occasions.
2 feet and 6 inches in Length
2.5 inches in Length of dried straw reed
1.5 inches in Length of oboe
10 inches in Length of horn
9 inches in Circumference of horn
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Date
Place
No
Name of Instrument
Type
Background History
Making

-

Size

-

12-8-2014
Myit Kyi Nar Township
MKN/ Lesu/ 1 (M)
Lesu Ge Lwe Bamboo Flute
Bamboo ( Leka bamboo)
Long bamboo joint of Leka bamboo is chopped and
dried. A nail has to be heated and it is perforated 6
holes. It has to be blown the air from the air-hole
and the finger holes are made opening and closing
tune to play traditional melody. It can be played
western melody. When someone is at the hill side
cultivation lonely, it can be played a song of
yearning. And it can be played form hut by hut at
hill- side cultivation. It has to be blown at wedding
ceremony.
1 feet 3 inches in Length
2.5 inches in Girth
Length of tip bamboo joint to air hole 3 inches
4.5 inches in Length of air hole to first fret
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Date
Place
No
Name of Instrument
Type
Background History
Making

-

Playing Method

-

Size

-

12-8-2014
Myit Kyi Nar Township
MKN/ Lesu/ 2(M)
Lesu Tee Oh Mar Small Bamboo Flute
Bamboo
Suitable bamboo is chopped and cut suitable size
and a heated nail is perforated 3 holes. There are
one air hole and one hole(Tha Ra hole) at bottom of
flute. At the tip of the flute reed is inserted. Third
air hole and Thara hole must be made same
distrance.
It has to be blown from air holes and the finger
holes are made for opening and closing to produce
traditional melody. It can be blown every ceremony
with instrument melody.
5 inches in Length
1.5 inches in Girth
2.5 inches in Length of the tip from air hole
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Date
Place
No
Name of Instrument
Type
Background History
Making

-

Playing Method

-

Size

-

12-8-2014
Myit Kyi Nar Township
MKN/ Lesu/ 3 (M)
Lesu Chae Bu, Lesu Banjo
Aloewood or eaglewood
Long lasting eaglewood is curved the pattern of
circular, egg and triangle and four strings are put on
it. Jute fibers was used at ancient time. String of
fish rod can be used. Nowadays, No1 guitar string
is used.
It has to be systematically played at Lesu traditional
dance ( CharNaew Char ) as non-professional
playing. It must played only for traditional melody.
2 feet 3.5 inches in Length
1 feet 2.5 inches in Length of sound body
1 feet 1 inches in Arm of guitar
1.5 feet in Thickness
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Date
Place
No
Name of Instrument
Type
Background History
Making

-

Playing Method

-

Size

-

12-8-2014
Myit Kyi Nar Township
MKN/ Lesu/ 4 (M)
Lesu Hee Hae, Lesu Violin
wood , leather (boa constrictor, goat, barking deer )
Wood has to made hollow sound body that is
covered with animals’ skin. The strings of violin
was made of women’s hair in the past time.
Nowadays, guitar string No (1) is used as violin’s
string. There are two strings in the violin .Bow is
made of Zee- Shwee plant that grows near iceberg.
Its branch has made to be putrid and the left fiber is
made as bow. It is bored a hole bottom it to produce
sound.
It is played according to banjo song that hears from
ear. It can play traditional melody. Bow is put
between the strings and strikes one beat to the
upperand then to the lower string.
2 feet 3 inches in Length
5 feet in Length of sound body
7 feet in Highof sound body
1 foot 9 inches in Length of arm
1 foot 3 inches in Girth of sound body
2 feet 8 inches in Length of bow
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Date
Location
No
Name of instrument

-

Materials
Background History

-

Making Process

-

Playing Style

-

Size

-

12.8.2014
Myit Kyi Nar Township
MKN / Lesu / 5(M)
Lesu Chain-ngo and Gwar Chi-chi-bu (Two fretted
guitar)
Cassia wood
This instrument was firstly created by U Dee Yaw
Hel and played in the 19th National Races
Traditional performing Arts Competition.
First, halve a piece of cassia wood with a length of
two and half feet in order to carve it into the guitar
body. The reason of having two frets is to produce
traditional tunes of two Chain-ngo and Gwar-chichi-bu guitars. Each fret has four strings and there
are six sound holes on the guitar body.
The upper fret makes Gwar-chi-chi-bu sound and
the lower one produces Chain-ngo sound. This two
fretted guitar is created to play
these two
traditional tunes in the same time, instead of
playing two guitars.
two feet and seven inches in Length
one feet and two inches in Length of guitar body
ten inches in Width of guitar body
two and a half inches in Thickness of fret
one foot and five inches in Length of fret
three inches in Distance between two frets
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Date
Location
No
Name of instrument

-

Material
Background history
Making

-

Playing Method

-

Size

-

16.8.2014
Zadone Township
ZD / Lesu / 6(M)
Lesu Tar Tee Htue Lai( one hole in middle of
Flute)
Bamboo( Ma Rue )
Ma Rue Bamboo is cut of necessary size, is used to
make this flute. It is bored a hole in the middle of it
by knife.
It has to be blown from air holes and the thumb
makes opening and closing tuning besides it. It is
blown the traditionalLusi melody. It was played
giving signal to each other in the forest in the past.
1 feet 6.5 inches in Length
9 inches in Length of tip to air hole
3 inches in Girth
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Date
Place
Serial
Name of Instrument
Material
bamboo
Background history

-

16.8.2014
Zadone Township
ZD / Lesu/ 7 (M)
Lesu Julwigyel (Double bamboo flute)
Bamboo (Mai Kha bamboo), species of dark

-

Making process

-

How to blow it

-

Size

-

The ancestors blew this flute when they
sentimentalized recalling their young memories. It
was created in the double form to refer that the life
sharing with other is better than the solitude. It's
usually blown by the elders and the married persons.
First and foremost the Mai Kha bamboo is cut into
two pieces of flute in desired measure. The bigger
one is referred as Julumar (female) and the smaller
one is as Julumarchaw (male). The five holes are
drilled on the bigger piece of flute or Julumar
(female) with a heated sharp iron. One hole is also
made at one end of Julumarchaw (male) flute with a
knife. The blowing holes are made at the end of
each flute. After completion of all making process,
those two flutes are tied with the strings.
Keeping the double flute in the mouth, it is blown
making sound by maneuvering the strength of the
tongue and tuning with the fingers at the holes.
Each flute can be blown separately. Julumar flute
has to be blown by opening and closing the holes
with the rest fingers after pressing the thumbhole
with the thumb. But the traditional melodies can be
blown with these flutes.
one inches of length
Two and half inches of circumference for Julumar
flute
One inches circumference for Julumarchaw flute
Four and half inches from the mouth-hole to the
first finger hole
Four and half inches from the mouth-hole to the
thumbhole
One inches apart among each finger holes (1,2,3,4)
Three inches apart between finger hole (4 and 5)

-
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Date
Place
Serial
Name of Instrument
Material
Background history

-

Making Process

-

How to play

-

Size

-

16.8.2014
Zadone Township
ZD / Lesu / 8 (M)
Lesu Sagwyechibul (three strings Banjo)
Wood (Poezar wood)
The ancestors wore the raincoat made of rope
twisted the coconut fiber. After discovering the
pleasing sound produced by striking the rope of
coconut fiber tied the toe, they untied the rope from
the toe and fixed at the wood. Then, they played it
for the musical sounds. This instrument was
addressed as "Chibul" referring the rope untied
from the toe. Chi stands for the tip of the foot and
"bul" means untying.
The frame of banjo is carved out of hard Poezar
wood cut during the cold season. The soundboard is
closed with the leather in the previous time but with
the plywood in the present time. Three strings are
fixed it. The sound holes are bored at the up and
down walls of the banjo. The strings are fixed at the
wood tuning pegs.
12 sounds can be tuned with this banjo including
three different sounds of three strings, three
pressing sounds, three pushing sounds and three
pulling sounds. This banjo is played in the New
Year festival, traditional dance, fun fair, and
wedding ceremony.
Two feet of length
7 inches length of the soundboard
3 inches height of the soundboard
13 inches circumference of the soundboard
One foot and five inches length of the banjo's arm
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Date
Place
Serial
Name of Instrument
Material
Background history

-

Making

-

Playing
Size

-

16.8.2014
Zadone Township
ZD / Lesu / 9 (M)
Sit Pyar Myu (instrument of blowing leaf )
Leaf
In the ancient time, there was very difficult to
communicate one place to place, forest to forest and
mountain to mountain, so they communicated each
other by blowing leaf. When they made the activity
of chasing animals, they secretly communicated
each other by using it. It is blown when youth are
dating each other.
Big, fair and different sides of leaf is made to
blown.
The side of tiny fiber leaf is folded to use it.
-
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Date
Place
Serial
Name of Instrument
Material
Background history
the wife

-

Making process

-

How to play it

-

Size:

-

16.8.2014
Zadone Township
ZD / Lesu / 10 (M)
Arnmyujalu (dry gourd flute)
Gourd, bamboo (marfule)
Once, there was a very romantic couple. One day,

-

suffered from a disease. No medicine can cure her
disease. One day, while the distracted husband
went to the farm, he found a dry gourd on the way.
When he tried blowing his flute fixed to the dry
gourd, he found out it generated very pleasant
sound. So, he got back to the home and blew it for
the wife. He found her disease responded to the
sound of the flute. He found she was better when he
blew it fixing two flutes. She got full recovery
when he blew it fixing five flutes. After commonly
used it, its medicinal influences disappeared and
remained as a musical instrument.
Five flutes are made of Marfule bamboo which
grows in the cold dry area. One hole is perforated in
each flute with a heated sharp iron. The small
bamboo sheets are put in each flute as the reed. All
five flutes are tied together and fixed at the hole of
gourd. For the airproof, the hole of the dry gourd
connected with the flutes is covered with the
beeswax. The longest flute is addressed as Julumar,
the forth longest one is Jululelu, the third longest
one is Julumarchaw, the second longest one is
Julufufu and the shortest one is Juluteeti. Arnmyu
means the gourd. Julu stands for the flute. The
compound meaning of Arnmyujalu stands for the
gourd flute.
Blow into the hole at the top of the gourd moving
fingers at the holes of the five flutes.
One and half feet in length
9 inches in circumference of dry gourd
10 and half inches in height of the dry gourd
One foot and three inches in length of the longest
flute
One foot in length of the forth longest flute
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-

11 inches in length of the third longest flute
9 inches in length of the second longest flute
8 inches in length of the shortest flute
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Date
Place
Serial
Name of Instrument
Material
Background

-

Making process

-

How to play

-

Size

-

16.8.2014
Zadone Township
ZD / Lesu/ 11 (M)
Lesu Phyili Barlekar (side blowing flute)
Bamboo (Marfule bamboo)
The ancestors came to settle at farms, building
bamboo shacks as their crops thrived. They noticed
a pleasant sound when the air blew into the hole of
the bamboo. Then, they made a flute to produce
that sound. As they found out that the sound of onehole flute frightened the parrots which destroyed
the crops, they expanded the holes to six.
After cutting Marfule bamboo in desired measure,
it's bored the holes with a heated sharp iron
including six finger holes and one mouth-hole. A
cloth or paper stopper is put into the flute.
Blow at the mouth-hole maneuvering the finger
holes with the fingers. The traditional and other
melodies can be blown with it.
one foot and two inch in length
One and half inch in circumference
Four and hald inch in length from from the end of
the flute to the mouth-hole
Four inch from the mouth-hole to the first hole of
the fingerboard
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Date
Place
Serial
Name of instrument
Material
Background History

-

Making Process

-

How to play

-

Size:

-

16.8.2014
Hsadone Township
Hsada/ Lesu / 12 (M)
Lesu Larchit Phyili (side blowing flute)
Bamboo (Marbarlar bamboo)
Larchit means the orphan and Phyili does the flute.
So, the compound words of LarchitPhyili stands for
the orphan's flute. In the ancient time, there was an
orphan. He had a chicken. One day, his chicken
died. He discovered a sentimental melody through
blowing a hole of a thigh of his dead chicken. The
LarchitPhyili bamboo flute derived from that
chicken thigh flute.
Cut a Marbarlar bamboo in desired measure and
bore the number one, two and three holes of the
fingerboard parting one inch each among them with
a heated sharp iron. The mouth-hole is bored at the
other end of the flute. A sheath is put on the top of
the flute to make a better sound.
Blow the mouth-hole maneuvering the holes of
fingerboard with fingers. The traditional melodies
or the melodies of guitar can be blown with it.
1.1 feet in length
One inches in circumference
One and half inches in length of top sheath
Five inches in length from the mouth-hole to the
hole of fingerboard
Five inches interval between fourth and fifth holes
of fingerboard
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Date
Location
No
Name of instrument
Materials
Background History

-

Making process

-

Playing Style

-

Size

-

14.8.2014
Myit Kyi Nar Township
MKN / Zaiwa /1 (M)
Dumba, Pahke Buffalo Horn Oboe
Kyeinpa Bamboo, Buffalo horn, dried straw
Hkranghku Majoi Manaw Festival was traced back
to about AD 300. Dumba was first played in this
festival. Manaw festival is held to make
propitiation to the Madai Spirit. Madai Spirit ranks
sixthamong six spiritual Deities. Dumba is played
for Htaungkar dance and also for such events as
housewarming ceremony, wedding ceremony and
harvesting festival. In addition, it’s performed in
funeral rite.
Bamboo grows in the wild in hilly region is used to
make this oboe. The bamboo stick is needed to be
dried first. And then, holes are perforated on it with
the use of drill. It has to change the sizes of drills
depending on the sizes of oboes. The oboes are in
three different sizes_ big, medium and small. Each
of them has a total of four perforated holes. A
thumb hole is perforated on the lower side with the
distance of an inch from the first finger hole. The
four finger holes must be made with same distance.
Reed made of dried straw is inserted on one end of
oboe and young female buffalo's horn is put on
another end. Yellow, blue, red and white ribbons
are decorated in triangle and diamond patterns on
the horn and oboe.
The player must blow the reed made of straw to
play this oboe by opening and closing the finger
holes. Dumba is played in Manaw festival,
Housewarming ceremony, Honoring ceremony,
Htaungkar Dance festival and funeral rite. Different
tunes are played for each occasion.
2 feet and 4 inches in Length
11 inches in The length of horn
8 inches in The circumference of horn
1 foot and 2 inches in The length of oboe
1 foot and 2 inches in The diameter of horn
4 inches in The circumference of oboe
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3 inches in The length of dried straw reed
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Date
Place
No
Name of InstrumentType
Background History
Making

-

Playing Method

-

Size

-

14-8-2014
Myit Kyi Nar Township
MKN/ Zaiwa / 2 (M)
Paung (Gang on) Crocodile tongue
bamboo
It has to be made a groove as tongue in the middle
of small bamboo slat. It is glued with bee-wax to
produce long vowel with falling tone.
`Air from inside has to be blown and tongue has to
be played with thumb to create melodies.It is
played when young unmarried boys are going a
courting.
6 feet in Length
4 feet in Length of tongue
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Date
Place
No
Name of Instrument
Type
Background History
Making

-

Playing Method

-

Size

-

14-8-2014
Myit Kyi Nar Township
MKN/ Zaiwa / 3 (M)
Pi Swam (Pi Htaw)
bamboo
Thing bamboo is cut off necessary size and type. It
is perforated four holes by using two different types
of nails . At the tip of flute is made a pot hole to
blow air. A close fitting covering is covered at the
tip of it . It is bored a hole bottom of it.
Air has to be blown from the close-fitting covering
to the pot hole and the frets are pressed opening and
closing tune to produce melodies. It is played when
young unmarried boys are going a courting.
1 feet 8.5 inches inLength
1.5 inches in Girth
2 inches in Length of close-fitting covering
9 inches in Length of air hole to first fret
8 inches in Length of air hole to bottom hole
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Date
Place
No
Name of Instrument
Type
Making

-

Playing Method

-

Size

-

14-8-2014
Myit Kyi Nar Township
MKN/ Zaiwa / 4 (M)
Zaiwa Jan Shee Sumpyi Flte
Species of dark, glossy bamboo
A limb od species of dark, glossy bamboo is cut of
and bored a holes and put a brass reed. It is
perforated five holes by using a nail. And it is bored
a hole bottom of it.
It is played by blowing into mouthpiece and by
opening and closing of the finger holes on the flute
to produce traditional melodies. It has low song so
it doesn’t use for ceremony . It is played for
singing poem when young unmarried boys are
going a courting.
1feet 1.5 inches in Length
0.5 inches in Length of hole that put on brass ree
4.5 inches in Length of air hole to feet hole
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Date
Place
No
Name of Instrument
Type
Making

-

Playing Method

-

Size

-

14-8-2014
Myit Kyi Nar Township
MKN/ Zaiwa / 5 (M)
Ywe Saw Sumpyi double Flute
Species of dark, glossy bamboo
Different size of two flutes are connected with cane
string by using species of dark, glossy bamboo. Big
bamboo is called (Pyit Khayon) and small one is
called (Pyit Zaw). Air hole of Pyit Khayon is
covered with small bamboo slats. It is perforated
five holes. Air hole of Pyit Zaw is covered with two
bamboo slats and pot hole is made at the tip of it.
There is a hole at the bottom of it.
Two flutes can be blown together from air hole. It
produces two song together. It is played for singing
poem when young unmarried boys are going a
courting. Other melodies can’t blow with it.
10.5 inches in Length of Pyit Khayon
1.5 inches in Girth of Pyit Khayon
1.5 inches in Length of air hole
2.5 inches in Length of air hole to first feet
10 inches in Length of Pyit Zaw
1 inches in Length of air hole
3 inches in Length of air hole to first fret
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Date
Place
No
Name of Instrument
Type
Making

-

Size

-

14-8-2014
Myit Kyi Nar Township
MKN/ Zaiwa / 6 (M)
Moin Nan Swam Pyi( five holes flute )
bamboo
Hlar Man bamboo is cut of necessary size and
perforated four holes and the other side is bored a
hole bottom of it. Air hole is bored between them.
Pot hole is made the another side. Men are blown it
when they are talking.
1 feet in Length
3.5 inches in Length of air hole
2.5 inches in Length of air hole to first fret
3.5 inches in Length of air hole to bottom hole
1.5 inches in Girth
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Date
Location
No
Name of instrument
Material
Background history

-

Making

-

Playing Method

-

Size

-

14.8.2014
Myit Kyi Nar Township
MKN / Zaiwa / 7(M)
Htu-Ren( one hole in middle of Flute)
Bamboo
It has been used for about 1000 years ago. Jade
flute is proof that is excavated in Kan Su State. This
flute was Kachin traditional instrument.
Bamboo grows in the wild in hilly region, which
must expose to the sunlight, is used to make this
flute. It is bored a hole in the middle of it.
It has to be blown from air holes and the thumb
makes opening and closing tuning besides it. It is
blown the traditional melody.
1 foot 7.5 inches in Length
2.5 inches in Girth
Distance between tip to the middle hole 10inches
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Date
Location
No
Name of instrument

-

Material
Background history
Making

-

Playing Method

-

Size

-

15.8.2014
Wai Maw Township
WM / Lawraw ( Maru) /1(M)
Lawraw Pohaung Qhid Zang Taung ( Two string
violin )
Wood, Skin ( Snake, Fish , Frog )
Hard wood is made the arm of violin and dried
gourd was made for sound box in ancient time.
Wood has to be made sound box. The head of
sound body was covered frog skin in the ancient
time. Nowadays, it is covered by thin skin like as
fish and snake. It is put on two strings of guitar
string no(1). First string is called Saw Tune and
second string is called Daw tune. Bow was made
horse tail in ancient time. Nowadays, it is made of
Nylon string.
Bow is put on between two string to play. Saw
tuning and Daw tuning is based to produce pitch by
pressing strings.
2 feet 7.5 inches in Length
2 feet 3.5 inches in Length of the arm of violin
4 inches in Length of sound body
5.5 inches in High
1 feet in Girth
2 feet 7 inches in Length of bow
2 feet 1 inches in Length of the string of bow
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Date
Place
No
Name of Instrument
Type
Backgroind History
Making

-

Playing method

-

Size

-

15-8-2014
Wai Maw Township
WM/ Lawraw (Maru) / 2 (M)
Lawraw Lon Saung ( Dried gourd flute )
bamboo, Dried gourd
Hlar Man bamboo is cut of necessary size and of
close bamboo joint that is curved by knife and put
on brass reed. Dried gourd is used for sound body.
It has five fret holes and it is bored a hole bottom of
it. Dried gourd and bamboo are connected.
It has to be blown from air holes and the thumb
makes opening and closing tuning besides it. It is
blown the traditional melody. The bottom hole has
to be pressed with thumb to be made opening and
closing. Yong unmarried boys and girls play it to
get pleasure.
1 feet 2 inches in Length
1 feet in Length of flute
1feet and 5 inches in Gird of flute
1 feet and 4.5 inches in Length of air hole to
4.5 inches in Length of air hole to bottom hole
2 inches in High of dried gourd
7.5 inches in Girth of dried gourd
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Date
Place
No
Name of Instrument
Type
Background History

-

Making

-

Playing Method

-

Size

-

15-8-2014
Wai Maw Township
WM / Lawraw (Maru) / 3 (M)
Lawraw Tang ( Four strings Madolin )
Wood ( InnDone )
It has been used since 1963 for traditional
ceremonies.
In Done wood is used as sound body. Four string
are put on it. A hole is bored on the playing surface
of sound body to produce song.
Four strings of So, Ye, Doh, So are used to be
played. When it is Playing LuSi and Law Wal
Traditional melodies , it can be played taking of Ye
sound.
2 feet 4 inches in Length
1 feet and 1.5 inches in Length of sound body
9.5 inches in Length of Guitar
9 inches in Girth of sound body
5.5 inches in Length of the place that put on key
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Date
Place
No
Name of Instrument
Type
Background History

-

Making

-

Playing method

-

Size

-

15-8-2014
Wai Maw Township
WM / Lawraw (Maru) / 4(M)
Lawraw Zen Manau Si ( Lawraw Manau drum )
Wood ( Taun Ta Mar )
Grandfathers of Law WAl national races stayed on
the moon. When they held offering ceremony of
moon edifice, they played Zen instrument. They
played Zen Manau drum is played to celebrate Zen
Gaw ceremony annually by preserving their
tradition.
Taun Ta Mar wood is made hollow body and two
playing surface is covered cow’s skin. Yarn cane
fibers put on to make cown’s skin tied and loose.
The pictures of moon and sun paint the body of
Zen.
The striker is struck the drum face to produce song.
It is chainging to play according to dancing pattern.
It is played Zen Kaw ceremony and when
grandparents dead ,their sprits sent to moon.
5 feet and 4 inches in Length
4 feet and 10 inches in Girth
1 feet and 3 inches in Diameter of right drum face
4 feet and 2 inches in Circumference of right drum
surface
1 feet and 2 inches in Diameter of left drum face
4 feet and 2 inches in Circumference of left drum
surface
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Date
Place
Serial
Name of Instrument

-

Material

-

Background Story

-

Making Process

-

How to play

-

Size

-

18.8.2014
Myit Kyi Nar Township
MKN / Larchike / 1 (M)
Larchike Yoke Myan Sai Tant Khaik
(Single string Guitar)
Wood (Yamanay = Gmelinaarborea wood), string
(steel)
At about 800 BC, one Larchid national leader,
WoGyant went to Baijing for the further studies.
When he returned to home after completion of his
studies, Chinese king gave him a present of Yoke
MyanSaiTantKhaik (Single string Guitar) to him.
From that time on, it becomes a national musical
instrument of Larchid national race.
The guitar frame is made of Yamanay wood in the
shape of hornbill bird. The jute string was used as
the string in the past. But now it's replaced with a
number one guitar string.
The multiple melodies can be played with it
adjusting the tuner at the gesture of crossbow
shooting.
1 feet and 11 inches in length
10 and half inches in length of the soundboard
7 inches in breadth of soundboard
2 and half inches in height of soundboard
1 feet and 5 inches in length of string
13 inches in length of fingerboard
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Date
Place
Serial
Name of Instrument

-

Material
Background History

-

Making process

-

How to play

-

Size

-

18.8.2014
Myit Kyi Nar Township
MKN / Larchike / 2 (M)
Larchike New Chon Moe PyawHtwi (Buffalo’s
Horn)
Buffalo Horn
Before the period of 1963, Larchid national race
settled in the mountain villages. The village head
kept the buffalo horn in the house as an apparatus
and he blew it for the gathering of the villagers to
inform or decide something about the village. The
young people also blow it in the sense of enjoyment
when their high yielding crops are harvested.
Sometimes when the lovers are in different
mountains apart, the boyfriend informs his location
to his girlfriend blowing this horn. At that time, the
girlfriend returns a signal by setting fire something
from her location.
The buffalo horn has to be boiled to get the
flexibility for the desired shape. The big horns
require the boiling for three hours at least. As the
small horns can't produce the pleasant sound, only
the big ones are chosen to make this musical
instrument. But the extra large horns have to be
blown with a great strength.
It's blown by putting a great blow through the
mouth-hole. Only those who have the even lip and
teeth can blow it to produce the pleasant sound.
Usually, the village head blows it in the longer tone
while the dating of the lovers with it is in the
shorter tone.
1 feet and 2 inches in length
8 and half inches in circumference
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Date
Place
Serial
Name of Instrument
Material

-

Background History
Making

-

Playing method

-

Size

-

18.8.2014
Myit Kyi Nar Township
MKN / Larchike/ 3 (M)
Larchike SheeTant (two strings violin)
Wood(Yamanay wood ) , Strings of gunny twines,
Cane
Yamanay has to made a hollow body and two
gunny twines are attached same sizes. Bow strings
is made with gunny twines and the arm of bow is
made cane. There is a hole bottom of sound body
to produce song.
Bow is placed between two strings to play. Two
strings produce “Tan sound” and Dound sound”. It
has to be played at night when drinking intoxication
brew.
1 feet and 1.5 inches in Length
4 inches in Length of sound body
3 inches in High of sound body
1 feet and 1.5 inches in Girth of sound body
1 feet and 8.5 inches in Length of arm of violin
2 feet and 5.5 inches in Length of the string
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Date
Place
Serial
Name of Instrument
Material

-

Background History
Making

-

Playing Method

-

Size

-

18.8.2014
Myit Kyi Nar Township
MKN / Larchike / 4 (M)
Larchike Sanwaitant (three strings guitar)
Wood ( SarKarWAr), string of edible creeper,
bamboo
Sarkarwar wood has to be made hollow guitar
body, three strings of edible creeper are put on it.
Peg is made with bamboo.
Three strings are struck by hand. It can be played
traditional song of Lusi, Zaiwar, Lawwal and
Larchade. It can be played together with drum, flute
and gong during special day and ceremonies.
2 feet and 3 inches in length
9.5 inches in Length of sound body
5 inches in Width of sound body
2 inches in High of sound body
1 feet and 6 inches in Length of arm of guitar
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Date
Place
Serial
Name of the Instrument

-

Material
Background Story

-

Making process

-

How to play

-

Size

-

18.8.2014
Myit Kyi Nar Township
MKN / Larchike / 5 (M)
Larchike HwtiGweiChwut La (multiple- tuned
flute)
Bamboo (Htri Bamboo)
In ancient time, the ancestors of Larchid national
race lived in China and blew it on the bare
mountains. It was blown in higher pitch in the
ancient time. But now it is just blown in soft
melodies.
The dry piece of Htri bamboo cut at the desirable
measure is boredthe finger holes with the heated
iron. There is a bamboo joint at one end where the
mouth-hole is made to blow it.
Blow the traditional melodies and other melodies
with it by pressing the thumbhole with the thumb
and moving the fingers on other finger holes. In the
Larcheit traditional Manaw festival, it's blown in
group.
13 inches in length
11 and half inches in without sheath
4 and half inches in length from the mouth-hole to
the first finger hole
4 and half inches in length from the first finger hole
to the sixth finger hole
3 inches in length from the mouth-hole to the
thumbhole.
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Date
Place
Serial
Name of the Instrument

-

Material
Background Story
Making process

-

Playing Method

-

Size

-

18.8.2014
Myit Kyi Nar Township
MKN / Larchike / 6 (M)
Larchike Wunpawng Sumpyi Chwut La
(multiple-tuned flute)
Bamboo (Htri Bamboo)
Htri bamboo is cut necessary size and it is
perforated with heated Iron. Once, it was made
thick bamboo and it is bored with knife for air hole.
It has to be blown from air holes and fret holes are
made for opening and closing to produce not only
traditional melody but also other melodies. When
flute is blowing , air has to be controlled bty tongue.
It is played together with orchestra brand during
New year festival, Christmas and eating first crop
festival.
1 feet and 11 inches in Length
8.5 inches in Length with cover
5 inches in Length of cover
2 inches in Length of tip to bottom hole
1.5 inches in Length of tip to air hole
1.5 inches in Girth of flute
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Date
Place
Serial
Name of the Instrument

-

Material
Background Story

-

Making
Playing

-

Size

-

18.8.2014
Myit Kyi Nar Township
Makana/ Larchike/ 7 (M)
Lachike Gan Gone crocodile tangue
(Bamboo leg instrument)
Bamboo (Lone Kyu Bamboo)
God created two human beings“LaPhyo and Ma
Htew” at the time of beginning of the world. They
had started blowing Gan Gone instrument until now.
Lone Kyu bamboo is curved with knife .
It has to keep in the mouth and breathe the air by
striking with thumb finger.
Length 8 inches
Length of Bamboo 5 inches
Width 0.5 inches
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Date
Place
Serial
Name of the Instrument
Material
Background Story
Making

-

Playing Method

-

Size

-

27.8.2014
Myit Kyi Nar Township( Cultural Museum )
MKN/ Larchike / 8 (M)
Larchike Manau Si, Larchike Manau Drum
Wood, Skin
Wood has to made hollow body and two playing
surfaces are covered with skin.
Playing surface of skin covered drum are played by
hand. It is used LarChidManau Festival.
1 feet and 5.5 inches in Length
3 feet and 5 inches in Girth
6 inches in Width of surface
1 feet in Width right surface
9 inches in Width of left
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Date
Place
Serial
Name of the Instrument
Material
Background history

-

Making

-

Size

-

20.8.2014
Putao Township
PTO/ Rawan/ 1 (M)
Rawan Htu Hta Yaja (Middle hole flute )
Bamboo (Awai Bamboo)
Once, there was no instrument to play for Ya Won
race. One bored a hole on human bone and blown .
After that they found that it produced scale so they
started using to play .Later it is made bamboo. They
use to play it happily when their crops ripe. It is
played forYa Won races festivals.
Awai bamboo is cut and the middles potion is bored
with knife. Both dried bamboo and fresh bamboo
can be used. Air from the lung has to be blown by
force and hole has to be pressed with thumb to be
made opening and closing to produce tuning. It can
be blown all kinds of melodies
2 feet and 0.5 inches in Length
11.5 inches in Length of air hole
2.5 inches in Girth
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Date
Place
Serial
Name of the Instrument
Material

-

Background history

-

Making

-

Playing method

-

Size

-

20.8.2014
Putao Township
PTO/ Rawan/ 2 (M)
Doro (Two strings instruments)
Bamboo, Wood ( Wood of sweet chestnut ), Skin
( toad ), Strings (U Hlain )
Once, A man went to eat honey from forest ranger.
Another man also approached him and asked him to
give honey but first person didn’t give him. He
blocked the hole with giant stone. A few years later,
he went there again, he found that bones. He picked
a bone and put on strings on it. This instrument was
called “Dor Yaw “. Later, it is made with bamboo
and wood.
Wood of sweet chestnut is made arm of violin and
bamboo is covered toad skin. Two strings are put
on it. Bow is made U Hlaing tree that from PuTarO.
Bow is put between two strings to create high and
low pitch.
1 feet and 7 inches in Length
3 inches in Length of sound body
9 inches in Girth of sound body
4 inches in High of sound body
1 feet and 3.5 inches in Length of arm of violin
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Date
Place
Serial
Name of the Instrument

-

Material
Background Story
Making

-

Playing

-

Size

-

20.8.2014
Putao Township
PTO / Rawan / 3 (M)
Rawan Kang/Gonggan Mi Gyaung Shar (Bamboo
leg instrument)
Bamboo (Species of dark Bamboo)
Species of dark bamboo iscut at the desirable
measure.
It has to keep in the mouth and breathe the air by
striking with thumb finger.
5 inches in Length
3 inches in Length of reed Bamboo
25 inches in Width .
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Date
Place
Serial
Name of the Instrument
Material
Background Story
Making

-

Playing

-

Size

-

20.8.2014
Putao Township
PTO/ Rawan/ 4 (M)
A Sein( Vzong ) Manau Si, Manau Drum
Wood (soft wood ), Skin ( deer, Cow ) Cane string
Soft wood has to be made hollow and skin ( deer,
cow ) is covered at the top of it. It is tightly tied
with cane string. Body of it is decorated with the
shape of patterns, animals and trees.
The playing surface is played with hands to
produce sound. Manau drum is slung on the Manau
pillar in the middle ofManau ground and it can be
played hands. It is played together with gong.
5 feet and 2 inches in Length
3 feet and 9 inches in Girth
2 feed and 5 inches in Width
.
1 feet and 1 inches in Diameter of right playing
surface
3 feet and 4 inches in Girth of playing left surface
1 feet in Diameter of left playing surface
3 feet and 4 inches in Girth of playing left surface
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Date
Place
Serial
Name of the Instrument
Material

-

20.8.2014
Putao Township
PTO/ Rawan/ 5 (M)
Rawan Bilom Flute No(1)
Bamboo

Background Story
Making
Playing
Size

-

1 feet and 9 inches in Length
3 inches in Girth
4.5 inches in Length of top to fourth fret hole
2 inches in Length of fourth fret hole to third fret
hole
1 inches in Length of third fret hole to second fret
hole
2 inches Length of third fret hole to first fret hole
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Date
Place
Serial
Name of the Instrument
Material
Background Story
Making
Playing
Size

-

20.8.2014
Putao Township
PTO / Rawan / 6 (M)
Rawan Bilom Bamboo Flute No(2)
Bamboo
1 feet and 3 inches in Length
3.5 inches in Girth
7 inches in Length of top to first fret hole
2 inches in Length of air hole to bottom hole
3 inches in Length of air hole to second fret hole
1 inches in Length each hole
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Date
Place
Serial
Name of the Instrument
Material
Background Story
Making
Playing
Size

-

20.8.2014
Putao Township
PTO/ Rawan/ 7 (M)
Rawan Bilom Bamboo Flute No(3)
Bamboo
Length 8 inches
Girth 3.5 inches
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Date
Place
Serial
Name of the Instrument
Material

-

Background Story
Making
Playing
Size

-

20.8.2014
Putao Township
PTO/ Rawan/ 8 (M)
Rawan Bilom Bamboo Flute No(4)
Bamboo

Length 5inches
Girth 1.5 inches
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Date
Place
Serial
Name of the Instrument
Material
Background Story
Making
Playing
Size

-

20.8.2014
Putao Township
PTO / Rawan / 9 (M)
Rawan Sher Dodi (Buffalo horn)
Buffalo horn
SherDodi (1) Length 1 foot 5inches
Girth 1 foot 2 inches
SherDodi (2) Length 1 foot 1inch
Girth 8.5inches
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Date
Place
Serial
Name of the Instrument
Material
Background Story
Making
Size

-

20.8.2014
Putao Township
PTO/ Rawan / 10 (M)
Rawan Si, Big Drum
Wood, Skin , Cane string
4 feet and 1 inches in Length
10 inches in Length of right playing surface
1 feet and 7 inches in Girth of right playing surface
9 inches in Length of left playing surface
2 feet and 6 inches in Girth of left playing surface
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Date:
Place:
Serial:
Name of the Instrument:

-

Material:
Background Story:
Making
Size

-

20.8.2014
Putao Township
PTO/ Rawan/ 11 (M)
Rawan A Sein (Vazng) Manau Si ,
Manau Drum
Wood, Skin , Cane string
4 feet and 1 inches in Length
10 inches in Length of right playing
surface
1 feet and 7 inches in Girth of right
playing surface
9 inches in Length of left playing surface
2 foot and 6 inches in Girth of left
playing surface
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Date
Place
Serial
Name of the Instrument
Material
Background Story

-

Making
Size

-

20.8.2014
Putao Township
PTO/ Rawan/ 12 (M)
Gongs ( Vcing )
Brass
YaWon races mostly use gongs. It is used as
valuable heritage. When they make engaging ,
gongs is contained. Wealthy is measured by owning
gongs. There are many different kinds of gongs,
they are not only big , middle and small but Sinsha/
Baubyen.
-
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83

Place
Serial
Name of the Instrument
Material
Background Story
Making

-

Playing Method

-

Size

-

Myit Kyi Nar Township( Cultural Museum )
MKN/ Tine Khan Tee/ 1 (M)
Tine Khan Tee LongDrum
Wood, Skin
Wood has to made hollow body and two playing
surfaces are covered with skin.
Playing surface of skin covered drum are played by
hand.
2 feet and 3 inches in Length
1 feet and 7 inches in Girth
6 inches in Width of surface

